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SOCIAL MEDIA
puts consumers in control of the conversation

Source: BreukelmanKubistaGroup













Blogs

Online Video

Social Networks

Widgets

Mobile

RSS

Social Media in Politics

Source: Social Media in Politics, TMP Worldwide, February 5, 2008



Coca-Cola - “Happy Factory :60 TV”
- How does the inside of a Coca-Cola 
machine really work?
- Is your organization open and 
transparent?

















LG- SD410



Mobile Cameras & Projectors
Enhanced Technology and Future
Full-IntegrationTI DLP Projector



Job seekers are people too



Minority Report
- Outdoor branding via retinal 
scanning
- Is this the future of targeted 
branding?



RFID (Radio frequency identification) chips

- Some people are embedding RFID chips 
into their arms to help check their ID and 
pay for drinks at nightclubs.

Would you put 
your resume on an 

RFID chip?



Emerging trends and technologies



Emerging Trends

‣Mobile marketing
‣Gaming



Mobile Marketing



US - $107.4 mil (2008) - $1.48 bil (2012)Asia-Pac - $72 mil (2008) - $1.16 bil (2012)Western Europe - $52 mil (2008) - $968 mil (2012)(eMarketer, August 2007)

Mobile Marketing

95% of college students 
have a mobile phone

78% use text messaging 
(eMarketer, August 2007)

48 million in UK

255 million in US

574 million in China

(China Ministry of Information and Industry/CTIA/Nielsen 

Mobile, 2008)





NFC (near field communication)
NFC chips embedded in mobile phones 
turn your phone into a credit card.  

The BART train station in San 
Francisco tested NFC payment 
systems with a select group of riders 
in early 2008. 



Mobile Marketing - QR tags/codes

Text “scan” to 70734

Quick Response codes 
allow users to scan custom 
bar code images by taking a 
picture with your mobile 
phone, which in turn will 
push custom content to 
mobile WAP.

Vespa (Toronto) - outdoor ad campaign using QR that pushes mobile 
content to potential customers.
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Mobile Marketing - QR tags

Why not use QR codes to push 
recruitment branding content?

Post QR codes in outdoor 
advertising and/or print ads.

Use QR codes on college 
campus for scavenger hunts.



What is it?
‣ Localized wireless distribution of content pushed directly to a users’ 

Bluetooth/WiFi enabled devices
How does it work?
‣ Small electronic device that stores and distributes mobile/wireless content 

can be embedded into outdoor signage or via wearables
‣ Users activate Bluetooth/WiFi on their handhelds and when they are near a 

device, a message will be pushed to user for them to opt-in to receive
‣ Content pushed could include:

• Videos
• Ringtones
• Wallpapers
• Etc.

Proximity marketing/narrowcasting



Hypertag

Proximity marketing/narrowcasting



Mobile SMS job alert system

- Users opt-in to receive hot 
jobs pushed via text 
messaging to their mobile 
phone. 



Mobile event reminders

- Users opt-in to receive 
event reminders for when 
Intel will be hosting events 
on campus. 



TMPJOB TO 365247
Display short codes or QR tags in advertisements

Serve opt-in employment brand videos

Day-in-the-life employee biographies

Job agents 

Prescreening questions

Mobile games, wallpapers, ringtones

Use Hypertags at job fairs to push content

Mobile Marketing - what’s possible



Gaming



Gaming

“Games are widely used as educational tools, not just for pilots, soldiers and 
surgeons, but also in schools and businesses.

Gamers must also be able to juggle several different tasks, evaluate risks 
and make quick decisions.

Playing games is, thus, an ideal form of preparation for the workplace of the 
21st Century.”

The Economist, August 4, 2005



‣ What % of American heads of households play computer or 
video games?
A. 16%
B. 30%
C. 42%
D. 69%

‣ What is the average game player age?
A. 15
B. 22
C. 33
D. 50

Gaming

Source: Entertainment Software Association, 2006 Consumer Survey



‣ What percentage of females play online games? 
A. 15%
B. 32%
C. 42%
D. 58%

‣ How many Americans play games on wireless devices?
A. 15%
B. 32%
C. 43%
D. 63%

Gaming

Source: Entertainment Software Association, 2006 Consumer Survey



Gaming

‣ Advergaming
– Is the practice of using video games to promote a product, 

organization or viewpoint. Whereas the product is a key feature of 
the gameplay. 

‣ In-game advertising
– Is the practice of placing advertising inside of video games, similar 

to product placement in movies. 



In-game advertising
British Intelligence
- Rainbow Six and Need 4 Speed




